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l.a. noire the complete edition v1.3.2617 repack in a city built on dreams, lies and deception, the citys most reputable criminals have the police department in their pocket, but what they didn't expect was the womans determination to fight back. for lapd detective kate fischer, giving up is not an

option. she will not rest until the department is cleaned up and her detective sister is found. the trouble is, no one can be trusted and somewhere someone is pulling the strings, manipulating the system. as fischer digs deeper into these crimes, she is plunged into a mire of hidden agendas,
surprising twists and ruthless criminals. its up to her to find the truth and do whatever is necessary to crack the case. but with the citys underbelly in full swing, she may already be too late. was it a fire that put the team in a coma, or is it something worse.. l.a. noire the complete edition v1.3.2617
repack with stunning graphics, a tight control system and an innovative combat system, l. noires gameplay is 100% original, featuring a completely new protagonist, full voice acting and original score. following in the footsteps of acclaimed classics such as hotline miami, l. noire will allow players
to experience the seedy underbelly of america like never before. l.a. noire the complete edition v1.3.2617 repack l. noire puts players in the seat of one of the greatest police forces in history, using an expansive cast of characters from the era, full voice acting, cinematic cutscenes and an original

score to tell the story of los angeles, a city that was once the centre of the criminal underworld. players must use their investigative skills and abilities, communication and computer skills, as well as superior weapons and equipment to capture the most wanted criminals in a vast, open world.
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